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In this paper, useful imit results for the standard epidemic model are proved using a martingale 
central imit theorem given by McLeish [2]. These results do not depend on the solutions of the 
deterministic equations, and also cover the case of a small initial number of infectives. Purther, the 
results find immediate application in approximating the size distribution and in estimating the 
threshold parameter. 
Martingale central imit theorem estimation 
epidemic process size distribution 
1. Introduction and definitions 
The standard epidemic process is a continuous time Markov process {P(l), t a 0}, 
on the state space {(x, y, z): x, y, z non-negative integers and x + y + z = n + a}, with 
initial conditions-f (0) = (n, a, 0) and transition probabilities given by 
P[P(f+df)=(x-l,y+l,z))P(i)=(x,y,z)]=n-’pxydt+o(dt), 
P[P(c+dt)=(x,y-l,z+l)jP(t)=(x,y,z)]=rydt+o(dt). 
The components of P(f) represent the numbers of susceptibles, infectives and 
removed cases respectively, at tins t, and we let P(t) = (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)). The 
parameter 8 = /3/y is called the thres \old parameter and its value greatly influences 
the behaviour of the process. 
Let 9, ={Pni, j ‘0, 1,2,. . .), where P,j = (Xnj, Y”j, Znj), be defined by initial 
conditions 
P n~ = KO, Ko, ZO) = h a,, O), 
and transition probabilities 
P[Pn,j+ 1 =(x-1,y+1,Z)lP,i=(X,y,2)]=~,X(l+h,x)-11 
PIPra,j+ 1 =(x,y-l,z+l)l j=(X, Y, Z)]=(l+A&)-L, 
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where A, denotes a positive constant; with the provision that transitions cease at a 
Markov stopping time N,. 
Let J,(A) denote the number of transitions until the; prot~ss 9, reaches the set of 
states A, i.e., 
J, (A) = min{j: Pni E A}. 
We stipulate that the stopping time N, must be no greater than .&(A*), where 
A0 ={(& q, J): 6~0). We note that .&(A*) =Cz=, in(x), where j,,(x) denotes the 
number of transitions while Xni = x. Now j&), x = 1,2, . . . , n are independent 
geometric random variables, and so Jn(Ao) is a proper random variable for each 
n=‘i,Z,.... It follows that 
P(N,cm)=l. 
We let P,, = (Xn, Y,, 2,) denote the final state of the process, so that P, = 
limj+, Pnj = Pn,~,,. It will be observed that the process 9m is not exactly equivalent o 
the embedded random walk for the standard epidemic process, since transitions are 
possible even if the number of infectives, Y& becomes non-positive. Of course, the 
standard epidemic model can be recovered by a suitable choice for N,, viz., 
N, = J’ (&), where B. = ((6, q, I): Q s 0). The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 li Realization f a major outbreak in the model go, with possible stopping times indicated. 
We define the derived process X, = {Knj, j = 0, 1,2, . . .}, where 
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withIr;;(x)=~~=,k-“,x=1,2 ,..., andH,((O)=O,v=1,2,...; 
VH,(x)=W,(n)-H,(x)= : k-“. 
k=x-tl 
It is easily verified that, for each n = 1,2, . . . , Xn is a zero-mean square-integrable 
martingale with respect to 9n = (ajTni, j = 0, 1,2, . . .}, where Fni denotes the c-field 
generated by the process 9)n up to the j’th transition. We define 
K,, = lim K,,j = K,,,N, and A.& = Kni - &i-1. 
i-m33 
We also define the variance estimates 
Vii = i (AKni)* = VHz(X,,i) +A ‘,Z,q, with U”, = : (AKni)2; 
i = 1 i=l 
v$ = f: E[(AKni)*l Fn,i-I] = A, i2 X,-,!, with V’, = i E[(AKni)2]Fn,i-1]; 
i = I i=O i = 1 
and 
2 
unj = var(K,,j) = E( Ufj) = E( If:>, with ~rz = lim O$ 
i+aO 
It is assumed throughout that A,, = n-‘0, where the threshold parameter 0 > 1. 
Thus we are concerned with the asymptotic behaviour, as n -, 00, of the model for a 
given supercritical value of the threshold parameter. Other results could be derived 
for different forms of A,, but this assumption corresponds to the standard epidemic 
model and is the most appropriate for applications. 
In !Section 2 it is proved that, under specified conditions, as n + m 
K&n hA l), K,,/Un :N(O, 1) and K,,JV, : N(0, 1). (1) 
In Theorem 1 it is shown that (1) holds if a,, 4 00, n-la, + CY, where CY > 0, n-‘N, c v 
and n-‘N, % r as n + CO, whe: e v and T are positive constants. In Theorem 2 it is 
shown that (1) holds conditional on the occurrence of a major outbreak if a,, = a, 
where a ~0, and if in the event of a major outbreak n-‘N,, s Y and n-‘N,, s r 
as n + 00, where u and 7 are positive constants. We note that Jn (Bo) s 2n + a,,, so that 
for any applications the bound n -‘N, s v will be satisfied. Further, in Lemma 3 it is 
shown that n-‘J, (Bo) converges in probabiPicy so that (1) applies to a completed 
major outbreak for the standard epidemic model. 
The most useful results are derived from the asymptotic normality of K,,/ Un. The 
result K,, / u,, J% N(0, 1) under the conditions of Theorem 1, is equivalent to results 
derived previously by Nagaev and Starfsev [3] and by Barbour [l], in which u,, is 
replaced by an asymptotically equivalent deterministic approximation. The result 
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K,,,‘Un 5 N(Q, 1) represents an improvement in that the dependence on the deter- 
ministic approximation is removed and a comparatively simple expression results, 
viz., 
-nVHr(X,)+6Z,, d 
&‘VH,(X,) + t92Z,, 
+ N(0, 1). 
Further, Theorem 2 provides another improvement by demonstrating conditional 
convergence to normality in the case of a fixed initial number of infectives. 
As for any limit result as n + 00, the most important application is the derived 
approximation for large values of n. Let X = Xn.v, and 2 = &,,, then from the 
asymptotic normality of K,JU, we deduce that, if n and vn are large, we have 
-nVHl(X)+@Z d 
J~‘VH~(X) + 62z 
= N(0, 1). (2) 
We observe that (2) is effectively a time independent result applying provided only 
that there has been a large number of transitions - which, in terms of the standard 
epidemic model means the occurrence of a major outbreak. Further, Lemma 4 
indicates that the result (2) also holds at the end of a major outbreak, so that we have 
--nvHl(t2 -Si)+e(SZ +ad d 
Jn2VH2(n -Si)+e2(S,’ +a,) 
+I’W, 11, (3) 
where S,’ denotes the size of a major outbreak. This result, in assc ciation with the 
branching process approximation for the size of a minor outbreak and the probability 
of a minor outbreak, provides a simple and quite good approximation for the size 
distribution for moderate population sizes. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the 
approximation derived using (3) is compared with the exact size distribution. 
Further, as has been indicated by Watson [4,5], the result also finds apphcation in 
estimation of 8. The estimator 
8= nVHl(X)/Z 
suggested by (a), is such that 
(&- e)z 
Jaz2(X) + e2z 
: N(0, 1) 
enabling approximate inference on 8 for moderate population sizes. 
We note that all the above results apply equally well to the continuous time 
epidemic process for which the process Pa9 stopped at time J,&), is the embedded 
random walk. 
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0 
P(S,=s) 
Fig. 2. Comparison of the approximation to the size distribution based on Eq. (3), with the exact size 
distribution, for n = 100, 8 = 2; * - * 0 - - * 0. l * 0 - - - approximation, ---O-O- exact. 
2. Results 
Lemma I. For the sequence of processes P,,, n = 1,2, . . . , defined above, if a, + 00, 
n-la,, + cy, where CY s 0, and if A, =n-%, whereeN, thenforany4>O,asn+m 
where u, 
n-lXn.~ncbi 2 ~(4% 
n-l K.M 2 ~(4% 
n -%hbj 5 w(4), 
v and w are continuous functions. 
Ma) 
Mb) 
(4c) 
Proof. Let A, =U, 790: 4‘-& so that &(A,) denotes the number of transitions 
until Xni =x.Wesl~owthat,forO<u<l,asn-+~ 
and hence that (4a) holds. 
We have 
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where j,,(s) denotes the number of transitions while Xnj = [. Now, in(e), 6 = 
192 9.‘.9 n, are independent geometric random variables, and 
E( j,,(t)} = 13 A ?b-‘, var(j~(~)}=A~1~-1+~~2~-2~ 
Hence we have 
E{J,,(A~)}=~~ - +A;‘vHdx), var(J,(A,)}=h,‘QH~(x)+h,*VH2(x), 
from which we deduce that, as n -+a, with A,, = n”0, 
n-‘J,(A~,&%$(u)= l-u-8% u. 
Now, let K,(u) be such that 
Jn(A[nu~) +&b) = b@(u)] 
so that, as n + 00 
n-‘R,,(u) 5 0. 
If we let 
hx,,R, = Xn.[n&] - Xn,J(A~,,,) 
so that AXn,~, denotes the change in X,,i in R, transitions, and IAXn,, 1 s R,, then, as 
n+W, 
and therefore, since 
X n,[N 3 = M + A&R,, 
it follows that, for d, > 0, as n + 00 
n-1Xn,[n4) 4: U(4), 
where u (4) is the solution of 1 - u - 0% u = 4 in the interval 0 < u < 1. 
An exactly similar method can be used to show (4~) and then (4b) follows since 
Xni+ Yflj+Zni=II +a,. 
Lemma 2. If An = n-‘8 and if n’-‘IV n s a/, then E[n (Xn + l)-‘]+ 0. 
Proof. We have 
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with J, (&,I) = C ;+cl+l j”(t), ythere j,Je), 6 = 1,2, . . , , n are as defined in Lemma 
1. Thus, for any I/ > 0, we can choose g > 0 so that E[.&,(A&] > nu. Further, with 
AtI = n-l@, it is easily shown that the fourth central moment of .&(A~,,]) is such that 
where ~(6) is a positive constant. So, using the fourth moment Chebyshev inequal- 
ity, we obtain 
P(X, s [n&l) s P(J,(At,,$ G nv) G cn 
-2 
. 
Therefore, 
S cn-l + e-*n? 
Hence the result. 
Theorem 1. For the sequence of processes P,,, n = 1,2, . . . , defined above, if a, + 00, 
n-‘a,+a, wherea,aO,andh,=n-‘(9, where@>l,then 
d 
K&Y,, --+ N(0, 1) as n + ~3, 
provided that the stopping time N, is such that n-‘N, s v and n-‘N,, -% r, where v and 
T are positive constants. Further, U&T,, s 1 and V&,, 5 1 as n + 00, SO that 
KJV, : N(0, 1) and K,,l V, : N(0, 1) as n + ~0. 
Proof. TO prove the theorem, we need to prove that, as n + 00 
(i) Cpnlu~ J& 1; 
(ii) a strong asymptotic negligibility condition, for example, E{maxi I@&~*/o~J -, 
0: see [2]. 
It should be noted that these two conditions imply that a/,/u,, 5 1 since, as 
shown by McLeish, under the strong asymptotic negligibility condition, 
C&fun 2 1 * V&n p\. 1. 
NOW, we have 
& = VHz(X,) + n-282Z,,, 
and, if n-‘N, 5 r, where T > 0, then it follows from Lemma 1 that, as n + 00 
where # = u(# - 1+ @*W(T). Hence, U,,/u,, $1 as n +OCL 
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The martingale increments AKnj are such that 
P{A& = -X;;i’ IFn,j--1} = A,X,,j-1(1 +AnX&j-l)-l 
and 
P{AKnj = A, IFa,j--1) = (1 +AnXn,j-1)-r* 
Therefore, M, = maxjIAK,i) = max{(Xa + 1)-l, n -‘@}, and so, from Lemma 2 we 
have 
nE(i&)+O as n +00. 
Thus, 
E(Mi )/a,2 -) 0 as n + 00. 
Hence the result. 
Theorem 2. For the sequence of processes P,,, n = 1,2, . . . , defined above, if a,, = a, 
where a > 0, and A, =ri$ where 60 I, then 
K,‘/o,’ AN(O, 1) 
provided that n-l Nz s v and n -IN nf -% r, where v and r are positive constants. 
The superscript + indicates conditioning on the event E z = ( Yn,k, 2 $<9 - 1 )k, ), where 
k, = [In n]. Further, U,“/U ,‘%andV,‘/cr,‘~lasn+~,sothat 
KLJU,’ AN(O,l) and K,‘/V,’ AN(O, 1) as n+a. 
Proof. The process { Ynj, j = 0, 1,2, . . . , k,} is stochastically bounded above and 
below by simple random walks with upward step probabilities 19(1+6)-’ and 
8(1-n-1k,)[l+8(1-n-1k,)]-1. Thus, if n-‘k,4-6-1, then the lower bounding 
process is supercritical and we see that, as n + 00 
The event E,’ is thus asymptotically equivalent to the explosion of the bounding 
random walks and hence to a major outbreak in the epidemic model. 
We define the process 9: =: {Pzj, j = 0, 1,2, . . J, where 
Pzj = P~,,n+j-P~,kn, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Now, if YO,k, z= i (0 - l)k,, then since Ei E F n,k,, iU follows that 9: is a process to 
which Theorem 1 can be applied. Thus we have, as n +a, 
K:/u,* 5 N(0, l), K:/U; :N(O, I), K:/ V: 5 N(O, 1). 
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Further, we have 
K,’ = KZ,k” +KZ, u& + UZ’, 
+2 
V, = v& + v:‘, a;* = c&f; + (T:* ; 
and in each case the contribution of the first term, arising from the first k, transitions, 
is asymptotically negligible, since for some positive constant C, 
Thus we have, as n + 00 
K;la; : N(0, l), K;/U;: :N(O, 1), K;/V; :N(O, 1). 
We note that the event I!?: could equally well be defined as { Y,,r, a&}, where 
t,,+~,n-‘t,,+Oasn+~,andO<h~&-1. 
The remainder of the section is concerned with verifying that the theorems apply 
with stopping time N,, = J,(B& 
Lemma 3. Let S,, denote the size oj’ the outbreak, so that Sn = n -Xn,l,(Bol, i.e., the 
reduction in the rsumber of susceptibles when the number of infectives first reaches zero. 
(i) Ifa,+~,n-‘a,-m, wherea!*O,A,,=n-‘8, wPere8>1, then 
where C~ denotes the positive solution of the equation 
ln(l-a)+8(c+a)=O. 
(ii) If a, = a, where a > 0, A, = n-“8, where 8 > 1, then 
and hence 
n-‘S, : W asn+a, 
where P(W=ao)=8-“, P(W=O)=l-8% 
Proof. (i) We have 
P(S,3n-nu)=P{Y,(x)~O,x=[nul+1,...,nl, 
where Y&) denotes the value of Ynj when Xnj is first equal to X, i.e., Y,,(X) = 
Y n,J,(A,P 
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Now, 
K(x)=a, + it in(S), 
(=x+1 
where j&) has a geometric distribution with parameter p = A,&( 1 + A,&)-‘, so that 
var( in(f)) = A ,‘5-’ + A L25-** 
Let jz (5) = jn (5) - E(in 0, then 
Y,(x)=&l(x)+ i i:(s), 
e=x+1 
where p,(x) = E( Y,(x)) = a, + n -x + A ,’ VHl(x). Now, using Kolmogorov’s 
inequality we deduce that, as n + 0~ 
where & = cn3’4, hence 
Now,asn-,cO 
pn(x) w n(a + 1 - n-lx -8-l ln(n-lx)), 
so for sufficiently large n 
pn(x)--Sn >O for all x X2(1-cr,), 
j~,~(x)+S, CO for all x Cn(l -Us). 
Therefore, 
ifu>l-a,,thenP{Y,(x)>O,x=[nu]+l, 
ifu<l-a,,thenP{Y,,(x)>O,x=[nu]+l, 
Hence 
P(S, < ::; ’ -, 
( 
0, if I < a,,, 
1, if r>o,;; 
so that 
n-‘Sn -2 a, asn-+W 
. . 
. . 
(ii) Using the method of Theorem 2, i.e., considering the state of the process after 
k, transitions, we see that if E,’ occurs, then 9: is such that 12: a $(I? - l)k, so that 
the conditions Iaf (i) are satisfied by 9:. It follows that if Ei occurs then n-‘S, p, (70. 
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On the other hand, the event E,’ is asymptotically equivalent to the early 
extinction of the process, so that if I!!?: occurs then C’S, 5 0. Thus, since P(E;‘;) + 
K” as n + 00, the result follows. 
Lemma4.(i)Ifa,-+~,n-‘a,-,a,where~~O,asn-,~,andA,,=n-18,wheree>1, 
then n -‘J,, (Bo) %Taasn+a, whereTa=2ua+tu. 
(ii) If a, = a, where a > 0, and A, = n-b, where 8 > 1, then n-‘J,’ (Bo) -% 7. as 
n-,00. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 3 on observing that J,(&) = 
2& + a,. 
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